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Epistemology and Methodology
Follow the natives!
Actor-Network Theory (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1999)
Internet as a space that materializes issues-in-the-making
Ontology: actor-network, network that defines the actant, network defined by
the actants

Follow the Medium!

Digital Methods Initiative (Rogers, 2009)
Medium-driven method
Online groundedness
Logic embedded in the medium (affordance of digital device, ex. scraping,
social-bookmarking)

Follow CSR…Follow Twitter
CSR = entity to follow
Twitter = topological space

How is the discourse on CSR built on/in relation to Twitter?

Why Twitter?
- Twitter is both “social” and “newsy”

- Twitter is the privileged medium of communication for CSR-reporting (official
accounts)
- No previous researches (except for business-oriented ones)

Data mining e database
- Crawler : Python through API (limitations -> 2 daily queries)
- Esploratory Analysis -> Keywords (#CSR and #SUSTAINABILITY)

- English
- From 12-6-12 to 1-1-13
- Garbage in - Garbage out (manually/visual network analysis/tools)

CSR: 240584 tweets; final sample: 179369 tweets

RESPONSIBLE BRANDS: 162787 tweets; final sample: 146383 tweets

CSR: Twitter Network

54787 nodes
83398 edges (mention,
reply, retweet)
Principal connected
component: 64,59%
Modularity: 0,729

Density: 0,00005

Weakly connected/
strongly clusterized
network

Ethical Publics
Discoursive Engagement
58682 twitting/retweeting users
3,06 tweet-RT/user
8,4% of users produce more than 5 tweet/RT -> 51% of total database

Speechmakers
100 most active users (they produce 18,2% of total database)
Mostly private/business accounts related to the world of business (business
strategy, management, PR and marketing, social entrepeneurs)
Media account (CSR news)
8 social/political organizations

Ethical Publics
Discoursive Influence
Average Weighted Degree: 2,73

Pareto distribution of the
interactions
4,3% of users -> more than 10 @/RT
0,3% of users -> more than 100 @/RT
5 users -> more than 1000 @/RT

Influencers: media account (blogs, websites) from the world of communication
(PR, marketing, social media) and information (especially CSR news)

Cascade effect of the tweets

Ethical Publics/Community of Practice
Positive correlation between discoursive engagement and discoursive
influence of the users (Pearson 0.5)
Positive correlation between discoursive influence and level of interactivity of
the users (Pearson 0.45)
Verticality and Circularity of the Network
High level of engagement (accountability) + High level of influence
(negotiability of the repertoire) + High level of interactivity (mutuality of
engagement) = “Community of Practice” (Wenger, 1998)

1% of the users (298) tweets at least once a day (Community)
99% of the users participate in an “instant” and “marginal” way (Publics –
Caliandro & Arvidsson, 2013)

Responsible Brands: Twitter Networks

83443 nodes – 85638 edges
15 Corporations: “CR’s 100 Best Corporate Citizens 2011”
“johnson&johnson”, “campbell soup”, “IBM”, “bristol-myers squibb”, “mattel”,
“3M”, “Accenture”, “kimberly-Clark”, “HP” “nike”, “gap”, “general mills”, “intel”,
“coca cola”, “pinnacle west capital”

CSR + Brands: Networks’overlap
Total Users’ overlap: 1,65%

Principal Components
Users’overlap: 1099 users
The levels of influence of an actor
in the two networks are not
correlated (Pearson 0.06).

Total #’s overlap: 9,4%
Overlap # fr>4: 3,3% (945 #).
The occurences of an # in the two networks
are not correlated (Pearson 0.02)
In the actor-network of “Responsible Brands”
the discourse on CSR is not relevant

Tweeting about Corporations
Reputation Institute
Company

Frequency

Global RepTrak
Pulse 2012

Semantic Analysis: software Opencalais (NLP e
machine learning)

Walmart

8012 tweets (4,6% totale) refer to 807 corporations

431

IBM

208

Top 25

Microsoft

165

Top 25

Amazon

147

Top 25

Unilever

146

Top 25

Starbucks

143

Top 25

E.ON

123

Google

115

Top 25

Nike

115

Top 25

Cisco

110

Top 25

HP

90

Top 25

MGM Resorts*

77

DuPont

72

Chevron

69

General Electric

65

Monsanto*

62

Apple

57

Coca-Cola

52

Intel

52

Top 25

Nissan

50

Top 25

Top 25

Top 25

Top 25

7,85 mentions on average; 35,3% of corporations with
more than 3 mentions
Users that tweet about corporations: mostly business
account (business strategy, CSR news, marketing)

CSR: tweeting about what?
14172 # - 59317 associations
Liveliness: Co-hashtag Analysis (frequency of the association> 10)
135 nodes – 1358 edges stronger association: #CSR - #SUSTAINABILITY
#CSR
Stable associations
More # associated
Business issues (#JOBS, #SRI,
#PR, #ADVERTISING, #HIRING..)
Philanthropic/political issues
(#CHARITY, #NGO,
#HELPING_NEEDY,
#LADDERS_OUT_OF_POVERTY,
#PHILANTHROPY,#ETHICS,
#HUMANRIGHTS…)
#SUSTAINABILITY
Unstable associations
Fewer # associated
Enviromental issues (#CLIMATE,
#ENERGY,#FOOD, #WATER, #SOLAR,
#OIL, #RECYCLING, #ORGANIC)
Development issues (#CITIES,
#URBANISM, #ECONOMY,
#BUSINESS, #SOCENT,
#SUPPLYCHAIN…)

CSR: re-tweeting about what?
Discourse Analysis (Van Dijk 1985; Johnstone 2008)
5688 retweets
The majority of the most retweeted tweets pertains to the sustainability discourse
CSR -> instrumental discourse
SUSTAINABILITY -> normative and performative discourse

Conclusions
-Twitter as a useful device for CSR’s professionals (quantative preminence in
terms of activity, influence and interactivity)
-Corporations as external actors
-Little spontaneous discourse on corporations behaviour

-The CSR actor-network is semantically made of two related but different
discourse: business-oriented vs society-oriented, instrumental vs ethical
-The ethical discourse (normative + performative) is qualitative preminent in
terms of endorsement through the network
-Twitter as a device that materialized this controversy (Latour, 2005), the
negotiation of an issue-in-the-making and the asymmetric relations that connect
the actors involved in the process (Marres, 2012)
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